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cnn refuses to explain trump wikileaks email debacle - how did multiple sources all innocently feed the same false
information to multiple media outlets the refusal of cnn and msnbc to say only compounds the damage they have caused,
facebook malicious actors used its tools to discover - facebook said the scam likely hit most of its 2 billion users and
helped hackers match email addresses or phone numbers from the so called dark web to faces and names on facebook,
blogs business agweb com - rss by dan hueber the hueber report is a grain marketing advisory service and brokerage
firm that places the highest importance on risk management and profitable farming, the inaugural address the white
house - chief justice roberts president carter president clinton president bush president obama fellow americans and people
of the world thank you we the citizens of america are now joined in a, gearing up for the cloud at t tells its workers adapt
- if you don t develop the new skills you won t be fired at least at t won t say as much but you won t have much of a future
the company isn t too worried about people leaving, deluxe how luxury lost its luster dana thomas - fulfillment by
amazon fba is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in amazon s fulfillment centers and we directly
pack ship and provide customer service for these products, 25 most influential people on the internet in 2018 time - from
bts to ninja time lists the 25 most influential people on the internet who had the most impact on social media and the news,
why amazon doesn t worry about its lack of alexa shoppers - people still aren t crazy about voice shopping but amazon
probably doesn t care, iran summons 3 european envoys over its detained diplomat - tehran says allegations its vienna
embassy staffer plotted to bomb iranian opposition rally in paris are a plot to damage bilateral relations, how microsoft
reinvented its xbox controller to adapt to - the 100 xbox adaptive controller lets you plug in the gadgets you need it s all
about accessibility mike luckett is a lifelong gamer he started at the age of 5 nearly three decades ago, how apple scaled
back its titanic plan to take on detroit - apple inc has drastically scaled back its automotive ambitions leading to hundreds
of job cuts and a new direction that for now no longer includes building its own car according to people, tv news tv stars
shows and more people people com - articles and galleries about the latest news on tv shows stars and awards read
more on people, news events uw school of medicine and public health - the university of wisconsin school of medicine
and public health in madison addresses the evolving health care needs of wisconsin and beyond while building on our
innovative tradition of more than 100 years of educating health professionals and expanding boundaries of science through
research we are at the forefront of medical education research and patient care, opinion the u s can no longer hide from
its deep - this evidence supports on the ground observation in the united states kathryn edin and luke shaefer have
documented the daily horrors of life for the several million people in the united states, did science miss its best shot at an
aids vaccine wired - perfectly reasonable and yet in the 35 years since scientists isolated the virus that causes aids 35
million people have died of the disease worldwide while waiting for a vaccine, a flaw by flaw guide to facebook s new
gdpr privacy - facebook is about to start pushing european users to speed through giving consent for its new gdpr privacy
law compliance changes it will ask people to review how facebook applies data from the, poor people s campaign a
national call for moral revival - the poor people s campaign a national call for moral revival is uniting tens of thousands of
people across the country to challenge the evils of, trump hhs respond to wherearethechildren tweets and - the u s lost
track of 1 475 immigrant children last year here s why people are outraged now, time 100 the most influential people of
2018 time com - time may receive compensation for some links to products and services on this website offers may be
subject to change without notice, facebook enabled advertisers to reach jew haters - facebook enabled advertisers to
reach jew haters after being contacted by propublica facebook removed several anti semitic ad categories and promised to
improve monitoring, how peter thiel s secretive data company pushed into - palantir had been selling its data storage
analysis and collaboration software to police departments nationwide on the basis of rock solid security
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